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Can the Court Invalidate an Original Provision of the
Constitution?

Ridwanu l  Hoque l

Instead o.f investigating whether judges can invaliclate
'unconstitutional c'onstitutionol amenclments', this urticle seeks to
inqtdre into how.f'ar a c'ourt can f:o in invaliding qn amendment or
how it interprets the c'onstittttion in that exerc:ise. This article
anqlyzes the recent clecision o/-the High Court Division (HCD) in
relation to the cuse oJ' Asaduzzantan Siddiqui and others v.
Bangladesh (2016), in which a mujority declared unconstitutional
the sixteenth amenelntent to the Constitution that restored an
original constitutional scheme regarding the rentoval of supreme
Cotul juclges. As the clecision is now on appeal bq/bre the Appellate
Division o/'the Supreme Court, this article argltes that the court,s
clecision in Sicldiqui cqnnot be taken as on authoritv on the
interpretation,s of' the c'onsIittttiona| issues involvecl.

Introduction

The title of this article raises a perplexing question about the extent of judiciat
review power over original provisions of the constitution. The phenomenon of
judicial invalidation of constitutional amendments has indeed become fairly
trendy and there are many instances of such judicial invalidation across the
world. The more crucial question, therefore, is not whether judges can invalidate
'unconstitutional constitutional amendments', but rather how far a court can go in
invaliding an amendment or how it interprets the constitution in that exercise?
Despite the trend, it would be too much to claim that judicial review of
constitutional amendments has turned out to be a universal principle of
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constitutionalism, This rnstitutron, by contrast, has more opponents than
admirers, while many constitutional philosophers persistently consider the very

idea ofjudicial review as an affront to democracy.'

Despite the constitution's silence in this regard, the judicial reviewability of

constitutional amendments became entrenched in Bangladesh as a rule of

constitutional law through the Appellate Division's famous 1989 decision in the

Eighth Amendment Cose.'A plurality Court there held that the Parliament by

exercising its "derivative" constituent power cannot amend the Constitution in a

way that destroys its basic structure. By this, the Courl established the 'basic

structure doctrine.'t which continues to remind us that constitutional law is not a

set of mundane legal texts but rather about attaining a dynamic institutional

balance among the organs of the State in light of both texts and history/political

culture of the polity. The Eighth Amendntent decision also serves as a pointer to

the supra-constitutionality of "original constituent power" in that the impugned

amendment to establishpermanent benches of the unitary High Court Division

(HCD) was considered incompatible with the Constitutron.

The present article is concemed with the HCD's recent decision in Asaduzzaman

Siddiqui and Others t'. Banglatlesh," in which a majority court declared

unconstitutional the sixteenth amendment to the Corrstitution- that restored an

original constitutional scheme regarding the removal of Supreme Court judges.

' 
S.., ..g., Jercmy Waldron, "The Corc of the Case against Judicial Revier'v." Yale Latv Jotrrnal
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The decision is now 0n appeal to the Appellate Division, and, therefore, the High
court Division's decision in Siddiqui cannot be taken as an authority on the
interpretations of the constitutional issues involved.

Removal of the Supreme Court Judges and the Sixteenth Constitutional Amendment

The original Constitution (1972) of Bangladesh provided, in article 96(2), for the
removal of a Supreme Court judge by an order of the president passed pursuant
to a resolution of Parliament passed by a two-third majority and only on the
ground of proven misbehaviour or incapacity. Before this provision was ever
tested, the fourth amendment to the constitution (1975) had written it off.
making the judges removable without any legal process, that is, merely by an
order of the President.' In August 19l5,the Constitution itself was thwarled and a
lingering period of extra-constitutional regimes installed. The first military
regime extra-constitutionally amended the judicial removal clause to introduce a
peer-driven removal process," which was later affirmed by the Fifth Amendment
(1979)."' The new system made the judges removable by the president upon the
recommendation of the Supreme Judicial Council (herea/ier 'SJC') that was to be
consisted of the chief Justice of Bangladesh and the two most senior iudges of
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court.

The Fifth Amendment that approved the provisions relating to the SJC was struck
down, by the Appellate Division in 2010. Earlier in 2005, the High court Division
in the Fifth Amendment Cuse" controversially approved the validity of the sJC,
although it invalidated most constitutional changes that were affumed by the
impugned amendment. This 'pick and choose' technique while adjudicating the
validity of a constitutional amendment, which the Courl thought even parliament
did not have authority to enact, probably suggests that the Coufi was inspired by its
own value preference as to the removal process. The Courl even used the term
"condoned" when approving certain constitutional changes - a typology that
arguably displays a supremacist voice. on appeal, the Appellate Division too
initially "condoned" the amendment of article 96(2), that is, the process of iudicial

' '  
See s. lul  of the constirut ion (Fourlh Amcnclmcnr) Act 1975 (Act I I  of 1975) (25.Ian. 1975).

which replaced clause (2) of ar-t icle 96.
'Seethe 

SecondProclamation(TenthArnendrnent) Order, 1977(SecontlProclanationOrderNo. lof lgTT).' t '  
The Consti tut ion (Fif th Amendment) Act 1979 (Act No. I  of 1979) (according consti tut ional

f 
rotection to the first marlial law regime (20 August I 975 to 9 April 1979) and its actions and laws).
Bungltdesh ltaliun Marble ll/orks Lrtl v.Bangladesh (2{Jt)6) BLT (Special) (HCD) l. (Judgment 29 August 2005).
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removal through the Supreme Judicial Council.'t In its review decision of 29

March 2011, however, the Appellate Division modified the main judgment,

subjecting its approval to the SJC to be valid provisionally and until 31 December

2012. "

The Fi/th Amendmenl decision was politically consequential, and the

government chose to enact the fifteenth amendment to remedy its

consequences.rl Interestingly, however, the fifteenth amendment, although

enacted after the Appellate Division's review decision, did not do away with

the SJC. It is the sixteenth amendment of 2014 that replaced the SJC and

restored the original scheme of parliamentary removal of Supreme Court

judges upon proven misconduct or incapacity.rs It is interesting that this

amendment is not that benign as it purports to be. Like most other

constitutional amendments. the sixteenth amendment too has a story of self-

serving politics of the amending regime. A couple of years before the sixteenth

amendment passed the Parliament, senior political leaders threatened in

Parliament that they would restore the power of Parliament to remove the

judges of the Supreme Court. There emerged a tug of war between a pafticular

judge of the HCD and the Speaker of the Parliament when the latter

commented in the Parliament that the judges were quite prompt in issuing

decisions that concerned their own stake. It all centered around a decision of

the HCD that involved the release of a govcrnment-or.r'ned property in f-avour

of the Supreme Court. The judge who was the leading judge in the concetned

decision countered the Speaker's comment and wamed that the comment might

even be regarded as seditious. This sparked a fierce debate in Parliament

regarding the alleged breach of the Constitution by the judge in question.

Following furlher judicial and parliamentary exchanges on this, the issue

t2 
KhontlkerDelw-ar f[ossain v. Bangladesh ltuliutr llarble IIir.ks Lttl. (2010) 62 DLR (AD) 298.

' t  
Civi l  Review Pcti t ion Nos. l7-18 of 201i. The Attorney' Cicncral argucd that this modif icd

judgrncnt rneant that the Court allowed tirne to "the Parliamertt to lttake neccssary amcndment to

the Constitution". Sirteenth AntencJntent tlecision. abovc n 5. at p. 36.
'"The 

Consti tut ion (Fif teenth Amenclncnt) Act 20 I I  (Act XiV of 201 l).
rs 

The amended article t)6(2) provides that "A judge shall not be rernoved frorn his office except by

an ordcr of the President passed pursuant to a resolr.rtion of Parliament supporlcd by a majority of

not less than tu,o{hirds of the total nurnber of members of Parliament. on the ground of provcd

misbehaviour or incapacity". Clause (3) of arlicle 96 proi'ides as follo'uvs: "Parliament may by law

regulate the procedure in relation to a rcsolution under clause (2) and fot investigation and proofof

the misbehaviour or incapacity of a .ludgc". See section 2 of Sixteenth Amendment Act, above n. 6.
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sccmingly became lost.'' It is in this background that the sixteenth amendment
was enacted.

Parliamentary Model of Judicial Removal and the Sixteenth Amendment Case

rn Asaduzzaman siddiqui and others v. Bangladesh, the precise issue for the
coufi was whether the provision for removal of Supreme courl judges through a
parliamentary process was compatible with the notion of judicial independence.
The majority Couft's answer to this central question was in the affirmative. The
Court proceeded with the undisputed premise that the independence of the
judiciary is an essential feature of the Bangladeshi constitution ("basic
structure"), which is thus impervious to a constitutional amendment by
Parliament. The main rationale for the invalidation of the sixteenth amendment.
that is the process of parliamentary removal ofjudges of the Supreme Cour1, was
that the impugned amendment created an opportunity for Parliament to exefi
pressure on the judges'' and hence incompatible with the basic structure of the
Constitution. The Courl sought to read into constitutional interpretations of the
existing political culture in Bangladesh and the fact that, because of the
Constitution's anti-defection rule in arlicle 70, members of Parliament would be
unable to freely exercise their minds when deciding on a proposal to remove a
judge.

As explained below, the Courl in the Sr,rreenth Amendment Case has taken too far
the possibility of abuse of the restored original constitutional provisions
regarding the removal of judges on the ground of proved incapacity or
misconduct. Eventually, this decision led to the marginalization, indeed defiance,
of the founding principles of the Constitution of Bangladesh in regard to judicial
removal.

"' Io pacify thc situation, the Speaker made a ruling in this regard that was remarkably wisdom-
inspired and politically pragmatic. The Speakcr's ruling r,vas neveftheless challengcd in the High
Court Division on thc ground that the ruling conceming a judge/judgment was unconstitutional
despite art icle 78(1) of the Consti tut ion that exernpted the "val idity of thc proceecl ings in
Parliament" from judicial review ln A.K.M. shuJiuddin v. Bangladesh (2012) 64 DLR (HCD) 508
(decision of2zl July 2012), the HCD refused to accept the challenge but unpreccdcntedly madc a
lengthy rejection decision. The Court e{Icctively held that the ruling of the Speaker was unlawful
and against the principlcs ofseparation ofpower and the indepcndence ofjudiciary.'' 

Sirteenth Amendmcnt C'a.re, above n. 5, at p. 140 ("a sort of situation has been createcl to
dominate thc higher Judiciary in an indirect manner").
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A particularly interesting aspect of this caso has been the unconstitutionality
arguments advanced by two amici curiue- Dr. Kamal Hossain and Mr. M. Amir-

Ul Islam - who happened to be, respectively, the Chairman and a member of the

Constitution Drafting Committee that proposed the original article 96(2). What is

it in the restored judicial removal clause that made these two drafters of the

Constitution to argue against the system that they recommended for the

Constituent Assembly to adopt/ Mr. Islam suggested that in 1972 "there was no

other option" but to entrust the Parliament with power to remove judges on

proven misbehaviour. Mr. Islam further submitted that they would not have

recommended the same system today, and that "the historical perspective"

together with "our experience and judicial observations in various cases" point to

the view that the argument of restoration of article 96(2) is "not a plausible

argument in the present scenario of Bangladesh".'t Mr. lslam did not, however,

mention that parliamentary process of removing judges has never been tested in

Bangladesh and hence we did not have any bad experience in this particular

regard. On the other hand, Dr. Hossain argued that the sixteenth amendment has

rendered the tenure of the judges "insecure" by subjecting them "to the whims

and caprices of the Members of Parliament" and thereby creating "an opportunity

to undermine the independence of the Judiciary".rn His consequential argument

was that the sixteenth amendment is, therefore, violative of arlicles 94(4) and 22

of the Constitution. It needs to be mentioned that these provisions which Dr.

Hossain argued have been breached by the sixteenth amendment and were all
present in the original Constitution alongside article 96(2). Dr. Hossain's

argument did not explain how the restored article 96(2) has become
'unconstitutional' later, parlicularly when there were no constitutional legislative

improvements on the provisions concerning the independence of the judiciary on

the basis of which to judge the validity of the change.

The Courl seems to have placed a lot of weight on the arguments of the two

learned counsels, leaving thereby a question of the proper method of finding out

the "original intention" of the framers of the Constitution. Another amicus curiae,

Mr. Ajmalul Hossain, began acknowledging that it would be an "uphill job" for

him to assail the amendment as it restored an original provision of the

Constitution. Mr. Hossain however assailed the amendment indirectly on the
grounds that it might entail the Member of Parliament (MPs) in the abuse of their

' "  
Sirteenlh Amendntent C'ase, above n.5,atpp.46-47.

''' 
Sixteentlt Antendntenl Caseu, above n.5, atp.42.
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power in removing judges from office, and that the amendment was a "colourable
piece of legislation" and thus defeated "public interest".2"

It is quite arguable that the sixteenth amendment power has the potential of
abuses in the future. As indicated above, this is also true that like the other
amendments to the Constitution, sixteenth amendment is underpinned by selfish
party-motivations of the amending regime.'' However these factors do not
unmake the truth that the parliamentary process of judicial removal is what the
people of Bangladesh enacted into the Constitution through the exercise of their
original constituent power. Importantly, all the above arguments against the
impugned amendment are in effect based on an apprehension of abuse of a
constitutional provision, an apprehension that might not actually occur.
Moreover, there is a chance to mitigate the perceived apprehension by predicating
the parliamentary removal scheme on the recommendations of an independent,
peer-driven commission or a body.

Seen from this perspective, the most logical argument seems to come from the
fourlh amicus curiae, Mr. Rokanuddin Mahmud, who argued that there was
nothing unconstitutional with the sixteenth amendment and that whether or not
the judicial independence was compromised by this amendment turned on the
legal mechanism, to be developed by an Act of parliament, to assess the
allegations of misbehaviour against judges. Although he viewed the impugned
amendment as constitutional, Mr. Mahmud strongly supported the peer-trial of
allegations ofjudicial misconduct or incapacity as the best method.tt This stance
seems to be a pragmatic response to the constitutionality challenge against the
parliamentary mechanism of judicial removal, because an Act of parliament

pursuant to the amended article 96(3) of the Constitution can still introduce a
peer-trial process to evaluate allegations of incapacity or misconduct against
judges.t'

-" 
Sixteenth Amendment Case, above n. 5, pafiicularly atp.41 and p. 51.2r 
On politics of constitutional amendments in Banlladesh see, Adeeba A. Khan."'l'he politics of

Constitutional Amendments in Bangladesh: The Case of the Non-political Caretaker Govemment,',
International Retiev'of Luv,9 (2015) l-16. See further, Salma Akhter, Antenfl tnent5 to the
Constitution o.f Bangladesh 1973-2011 Background, Politics and Impacts. Unpublished MPhil
Thesis, (Dhaka: University of Dhaka, Department of political Science, 2016).
"" Sixteenth Amendntent Case, above n. 5. at o. 47 .
" Th. gou..n,oent has already drafted a bill io pror'icle lbr the mechanism ofprovrng allegations of
misconduct against judges, and deliberations and consultations regarding the suitability of thc
mechanism are curcntly in place.
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The Attorney-General argued that the original article 96(2) of the Constitution

was enacted by the Constituent Assembly in exercise of its constituent power and

the Sixteenth Amendment has simply restored that original provision, which

cannot therefor be considered invalid.} This has been an argument of high legal

value, but the Attomey-General seems to be not taking this argument fuilher. The

Attorney-General could have argued that there is virtually no instance globally of
judicial invalidation of original constitutional provisions. It is relevant here to

note that there seems to be only one rare instance of judicial invalidation of

original provisions of the constitution, coming from Honduras." The Honduran

Constitution of 1982 limited presidential tenn and made the prohibition of

President's re-election an unamendable clause.'o In the wake of politicization of
the judiciary the Constitutional Chamber of Honduran Supreme Courl in a recent

decision annulled the original constitutional provisions that prohibited

presidential re-election.rt Commentators critiqued this decision as "troubling" and

also as an instance of "abusive constitutionalism" bv the iudiciarv.t*

Based on the principle of popular supremacy enshrined in article 7(l), the
Attorney-General also made a consequential argument that the sixteenth
amendment sought to comply with the notion that judges are "accountable to the
people through their representatives". This latter argument was not strategically a
practical argument in the sense that judges in Bangladesh have in the past

generally showed reluctance to engage with the important issue of judicial

accountability to the people. In this case too, as a response to this argument, the
Coufi remarked that "nowhere in [the] Constitution there is a provision to the

-- 
Sirteenth Anentlment Cir^se. abovc n. 5" at n. 36.

" A. fo. as my knorvledge goes. this hrd been the onl l  rnstance of judicial trurnping o1'original
constitucnt power. There was a case in Nicaragua. similar in efTect to that of Honduran case, but in
that case the constitutional provisions lirniting Prcsidential re-election rvcre insefied into the
Nicaraguan Constitution through an amendment. Ortegu et ul. t. the Su;trenre Elactorul Counc.il o/'
the Republic of Nicurugua, (Case No. 602-09. in the Amparo Writ). Supreme Courl of Justice of
N icaragua, I  9 Octobcr 2009 (http:/ icontent. gl in. go\ ' ,summaryr22407 l  .  )-" 

See. respectively, arr icles 239 and,274 ofthc Consti tut ion ofHonduras 1982.
' '  

In  a  unan imous dec is ion  o f  22  Apr i l  2015.  ava i lab lc  ( in  Span ish)  a t :<h t tp : / /www.
poderjudicial.gob.hn/Docurnents/Fal loSCON5230.120l-s.pdl>. Aff irmed by the ful l  Suprerre Court
of 1 5 judges by an Order of I  9 August 20 I 6.
- 

Scc David Landau and Brian Sheppard, "The Hondr.u'an Constitutional Chamber's decision
erasing presidential term lirnits: Abusive constitutionalism by judiciary'!,"lnternutional Journal of
C'onstitttliot'rttl Luw Blog, May 2015. Available at: <http:i/u'ww.iconnectblog.corru20l5/05/the-
h o n d u r a n - c o n s t i t u t i o n a l - c h a r n b e r s - d e c i s i o n - e l a s i n g - p r e s i d e n t i a l - t e r m - l i m i t s - a b u s i v e -
consti tut ional ism-by-judiciary>. Acccssed: l0 Septernber 201 6.
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effect that the Judiciary shall be responsible or accountable to the Parliament". 2q

In a questionable counter-argument, the court said that even if they were to
accept the argument of judicial accountability to the people, "that accountability
may be rendered to their appointing authority, that is to say, the President of the
Republic" because, it was argued, the President was too an elected representative
of the people. This line of thinking from a constifutional court undertaking the
task of constitutional interpretation in a direct or parliamentary democracy is, at
its best, polemic, and is seemingly deficient in a proper understanding of popular
sovereignty. That this is so evident in the language and the sweeping comments
that the Coufi next made. It held as follows:

"ln oltr opinion, the poking o.f the nose of the Parliament into the
removal process of the Judges of the Supreme Court b1, virtue of the
sixteenth amendment is violative o./' the doctrine of separation of
powers among the 3(three) organs o/'the State. [...] fhe mle of law
will certainl.,- get a seriotrs jeit by the sixteenth amendment. [n.fact,
the sixteenth amendment is hanging like a Sword of'Damocles over the
heacls o.f the Judges o/'the Supreme Court of Bangladesh threatening
their independence in the discharge o./'their.judicial /ilnctions. So the
Sw'ord of'Dantocles must be removed btt this Court." ''"

By supporling this sorl of judicial accountability, the couft was trying to justify
the method of judicial removal by the President on the recommendation of the
Supreme Judicial council (sJC). In so doing, what the courl did not consider is
that in a system in which there is no independent judicial appointments
commission to recommend appointment of Supreme Court judges, the method of
judicial removal through the SJC of three judges may be ingeniously abused by
the judges'appointing authorities. Least attractive was the Courl's rebuttal of the
argument that they lacked power to invalidate a provision of the Constitution
enacted in the exercise of the people's original "constituent power". The court
refused to see the sixteenth amendment as an exercise of the original constituent
power, taking it as merely expressive of 'derivative' constituent power. To better
understand the fallacy of the Courl's reasoning (or lack of it), it is beneficial to
cite its words:

2e 
Si.rteenth Antendment Ca.re, above n

30 
Sirteenth Amendnent Ca.rc, above n

5,  at  p.  144.
5, at pp. 144-145, per Chowdhury J (emphasis rrine)
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It is true that the provisions of Article 96 of the Constitution as

.framed by the Constituent Assembly were restored (as is oJten

called) b1, the sixteenth amendntent. But by the same token, it should

be borne in mind that [article 96J as framed by the Constituent

Assembly lost its original identity and character with the enactment

of'the Constitution (Fourth Amendment) Act, 1975. In the present

cose, v)e are not examining the constitutionality of the Fourth

Amendment oJ' the Constitution which, inter alia, took away the

Parliament's power oJ' the removal oJ' the Judges of the Supreme

Court and vested the same absolutely in the hands of the President.

Arytwa1t, it ntay be reiterated that in the Fit'ih Amendment Case, the

Appellate Division condoned the provisions relating to the Supreme

Judicial Council and our Parliament accepted and incorporated the

same in Article 96 through the Constitution (Fifteenth Amendntent)

Act, 2011. [Therefore,J ... the Chie/'Justice-led Supreme Judicial

Council cannot be stigmatized as a legacl, of the Martial Law

regime of General Ziaur Rahman.-'

An analysis of the above observation is due here. The Court evidently conceded

to the view that an original provision framed by the Constituent Assembly lost its

character because of the foufth amendment. What is troubling is that the Courl

impliedly endorsed the legitimacy and validity of this fundamental change

regarding the removal of Supreme Court judges although it said that it was not

going to determine the fourlh amendment's constitutionality. This implication is

supported by the Coufi's comment that the changed process of judicial removal

wasendorsed by the Appellate Division in the Fifth Amendment Case through a
'condonation' of the provisions relating to the Supreme Judicial Council. This is

highly contradictory as it became clear in the course of hearing that the Appellate

Division in its review decision in the Fifih Amendment Case withdrew its earlier

endorsement of the SJC. When the Courl's attention was drawn to this fact of the

latest opinion of the Appellate Division, the Courl argued that the Appellate

Division in the main Fifth Amendmezrl decision viewed the provisions relating to

the peer-driven mechanism of judicial removal as more "transparent" and

protective of independence of the Judiciary.

31 
SixteenthAmendment Case, above n.5
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The plurality in this sixteenth amendment decision did not explain at all how this
earlier view of the Appellate Division about the appropriateness of the SJC-
provisions would trump over its clear directive in a later decision to remove the
unconstitutionality, in the context of the fifth amendment, of the provisions of the
sJC.t' A more interesting fact is that when the Appellate Division was
appreciating the SJC as "more transparent", it was comparing in particular with
the "the provision of Article 96 as existed in the Constitution onAugust 15,lgi5

fthat] provided that a Judge of the Supreme court of Bangladesh may be
removed from the office by the President on the ground of 'misbehaviour or
incapacity"'." This important factor went missing from the obseruation of the
majority Courl in the Sixteenth Amendment decision. lt should be mentioned here
that the dissenting judge clearly argued that the sixteenth amendment was a
restoration of the original constitutional scheme ofjudicial removal and an act of
compliance with the Appellate Division's review decision of 29 March 2011. and,
hence it would not be right to invalidate the amendment.ra

The Court additionally argued that Parliament "incorporated" the SJC-provisions
through the Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment) Act 201 l. This argument is
anything but convincing. The Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution did not
incorporate the SJC-provision, but rather skipped compliance with the Appellate
Division's directive of 29 March 2011 to remove within 3l Decemb er 2012
constitutional inconsistencies of the SJC. This may be regarded as somewhat tacit
parliamentary approval of the SJC, but the sixteenth amendment, in addition to
restoring an original constitutional scheme, clearly complied with the Appellate
Division's review decision in the Fifth Amendment Case. Further curiously, the
Court sought to emphasise that the sixteenth amendment was not enacted within
the given time-frame of 3l December 2012. Does this fact of belated enactment
make the sixteenth amendment worth less than the fourth and fifteenth
amendments, of which the court seem to be appreciative and approving'/ If the
institutional capacity and legitimacy is any issue, all these amendments are
actions of Parliament representing the people of Bangladesh.

The court, however, rightly held that no amendment to the constitution can be

"- Sixteenth Amendment Case, above n. 5, at pp. 141-112 (contradictorily observing as follows:
"the Appellate Division did not change i ts stance vis-a-vis the Supreme Judicial Counci l  [ . . . ] ,
though it condoned the provisions pcrtaining thereto provisionally till 3lst December, 2012,,).

., QuoteA from para.232 of the Appellate Division's judgment in the Fifth Antendment Case, above n. 1 I .''- 
Sixteenth Amendment Case, above n. 5. at o. 289.
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made by parliament in the exercise of its "derivative power" violating the existing

provisions of the Constitution and the limitations imposed by it.tt It, however,

seems that the Court misapplied this proposition. First, although it was an

immediate exercise of the "derived" constituent power, the sixteenth amendment

was in effect a re-affirmation of the original constituent power of the first

Constitution of Bangladesh. By invalidating the sixteenth amendment the Courl

has indeed struck down an original constitutional scheme that was adopted in

1972 through the exercise of the original constituent power.

At their founding moment, the people of Bangladesh wrote into their constitution

that the Supreme Courl judges could be removed pursuant to a parliamentary

resolution on the ground of proven misconduct or incapacity. As such, this

provision cannot be deemed 'unconstitutional', nor judicially invalidated. During

the founding moment of a nation, "sovereignty, people and constitution-making"

become mutually constituted at that single moment.t" The founding moment,

therefore, "gives the constitution a normative priority over later actions".rt

Quite ironically, although the Courl failed the founding people when striking

down the sixteenth amendment for contravening the "spirit" of the principle of

jud ic ia l  independence. ' *  i t  sought  to  der ive  some measure  o f  leg i t imacy  by

invoking (i) the popular sovereignty through elected representatives and (ii) public

opinion. First, the Court cited the newly enacted constitutional eternity clause,

articleTB, to hold that an amendment against any basic structure of the

constitution would be unconstitutional. This citation can be taken as its selective

support for the wisdom of the representative branch that entrenched constitutional

unamendability rule in article 78 enacted by the fifteenth amendment of 2011.

Paradoxically, this appreciation was made only to strike down the political

wisdom expressed on another occasion, that is, through the sixteenth amendment.

Second, the Courl made a reference to perceived, not real, public opinion about

the independence of the judiciary and the acceptability ofjudicial removal through

a parliamentary process. It argued that the provision of judicial removal pursuant

' ' ' 
Sixteenth Amendntent Case. above n. 5. at n. 10.

3o 
Cathcrinc Dupreand Jiun-rong Ych. "Constitutions and legitimacy over time," in Rotnletlge

Handbook of Constitutictnal Lolr,, ed. Mark Tushnct and Thomas Fleiner et al.(London and New

Y<rrk: Routledge, 20 I 5). 5 I -52.
-' 

Dupre andYeh, "Constitutions and Legitirnacy".
'" 

As the Courl said, it found it hard to discard the argument o1'the petitioner's counsel that "the

Sixteenth Amendment blatantly [...] destroys the spirit and essence of the provisions of article 22

of the Constitution." Scc, Sixteenth Amendntent Caseu, above n. 5, at p. 131.
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to a parliamentary process would undermine the judiciary's position in the public
estimation. In this regard, the Courl had observed that:

In pttblic perc'eption, the independence o/- the Judiciarlt has been
ctu'bed by the sixteenth amendment. We must attach topmost
importunce to public perception when it conTes to the question of'
independence of the Juelic:ictr1t. I/ according to public perception, the
Judiciaryt is not independent, then it cannot [...J sttstain[.] at all."

The Court did not make it clear how it did read the public perception about the
judicial removal process, or why the "public perception" was so imporlant only
with regard to the issue of judicial independence and not with regard to other
equally important constitutional issues.

Another imporlant aspect of the Slrreenth Amendnrezl decision of the High Court
Division is that, in order to buttress its reasoning, the court sought help from
comparative experiences of the Commonwealth nations. It found that only
sixteen Commonwealth jurisdictions (33%) were following the Westminster
model of parliamentary removal ofjudges, whereas the model ofjudicial removal
upon the recommendation of an independent disciplinary body such as the
Supreme Judicial Council that existed in Bangladesh was being followed in
625% of the cases (30 iurisdictions).

Looking at Commonwealth jurisdictions for comparative insights instead of only
western jurisdictions is appreciable, but the Court's use of comparative
experiences is not yet free from the limitation of invidious comparison. It would
have beenmore profitable for the Court to have a look at other systems in South
Asia. ln this region, India, Maldives, Nepal, and Sri Lanka have a parliamentary
model of judicial removal. Pakistan has the system of Supreme Judicial Council
as was the case with Bangladesh, but that has been an original system introduced
in the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan.o" For the Courl, "experience" is more
compelling than the "logic" in the assessment of law. It sought to indicate that the
Indian system of judicial removal is susceptible to problems, and drew upon the
practical complicacy of this system in Sri Lanka where the recent removal of the
country's Chief Justice was politically-motivated.

- -  
tb id.  p.  139.

'" This has bccn the case in Bhutan w,here judges can bc removed by the King upon
rcconrmendation of the national . ludicial Corrrmission. See articlc 2l of the Bhutanese Constitution.
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Ordinarily, the Supreme Court of Bangladesh has generally used the Indian

Supreme Court decisions extensively in constitutional adjudications. In this case,

the Court provides no strong reasoning why it shied away from the Indian

experience with regard to the removal of judges. Also, what the Court did not

consider is that the other system of judicial removal may too be abused by the

regime. Consider, for example, the 2014 case of judicial removals in Maldives

(which follows a mixed model of parliamentary and peer-driven removal), where

the Judicial Service Commission had to recommend to the Maldivian Parliament

names of two Supreme Court judges for removal.t'

Conclusion

As this article has shown, the HCD's decision seems to be deeply troubling in

that the Courl has in effect struck down an original constitutional scheme

regarding the removal of the Supreme Court judges. The Court arguably

misunderstood the nature of original constituent power of the first Constitution of

Bangladesh. Neither the Court's analyses, nor the arguments of the counsel and

amici curiae who opposed the vires of the sixteenth amendment, could show that

the parliamentary mechanism of judicial removal was not a choice of the

founding constituent people. The Sixteenth Amendmerl decision, on this count,

seems to be incompatible with the ratio decidendi or the basic premise of the

Eighth Amendment Case in which the Appellate Division invalidated the

eighteenth amendment for contravening an original constitutional scheme

established by people through the original constitution . The Sixteenth Amendment

decision is also directly in conflict with the Appellate Division's review decision

in the Fi./ih Amendment Case involvin-9 constitutional inconsistency of the

Supreme Judicial Council provisions.

lt is undisputable that the independence of the judiciary is a basic-structure norm

of the Constitution of Bangladesh, and the iudicial removal process is what lies at

the core of this normative concept. There are, however, no set formulas of how to

achieve and maintain judicial  independence. Despite some measure of

commonality among them across the world, means and processes of ensuring

-' 
On 10 December 2014, the Maldivian parliament enacted a law reducing the number of Supreme

Court judges from seven to five. The law required that the Judicial Service Commission to
recommend names of two Supreme Couft judges for removal by a twothirds majority votes of
members present and voting.
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judicial impudence are indeed society-specific. In the Sixteenth Amendment Case,
the Court in reality engaged in an exercise of which mode of judicial removal is
more suitable and conducive for judicial independence in the Bangladeshi
context. This is a matter of choice and judgment to be exercised by the people
through their elected representatives. Both the system of Supreme Judicial
Council and the parliamentary process of judicial removal are constitutional,
provided that there is an objective legal process of proving the allegations of
misconduct or incapacity of the concemed judge. What was not addressed by the
plurality in the Sixteenth Amendntent decision is the fact that the impugned
parliamentary process of judicial removal is to be preceded by a positive legal
determination of the guilt of the concerned judge, where a peer-driven

mechanism can be introduced.

Last, but not the least, the Court cannot invalidate an original provision of the
Constitution even if that be what an amicus curie termed "unsuitable, outdated,

[and] obsolete" in the Bangladeshi context.r2 The job of changing an outdated
system is allocated by the Constitution to "the people". From this perspective, the
Sixteenth Amendment decision seems to have misapplied the basic-structure
doctrine. I have elsewhere argued that the theories of constitutional supremacy
and popular sovereignty require the judges to apply the doctrine of
'unconstitutional constitutional amendment' extremely cautiously and rarely, and
only for the cause of preserving the'identity' of the Constitution or the State.lr

In SouthAsia generally, the role of constitutional cour-ts rn dealing with issues of
judicial autonomy is criticized as self-serving under the garb of a constitution-
reinforcing role. lt remains to be seen whether the superior coufis of the region
would act enough in the future to prove this criticism \\,'rong.

tt 
Argument of Mr. Amir-Ul Islam, as in above n. 5, at p. 135.

"-' See Ridwanul Lloque, "Judicialization of Politics in Bangladesh: Pragmatism, Legitirnacy and
C-'onsequences," in Unstable Constitutionalisnt: Law antl Politics in South Asiu, ed. Mark Tushnet ct
al. (NewYork: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 261-290. at 287. On this see furthet Teresa S.
Collett, "Jttdicial Independence and Accountability in an Age of Unconstitutional Constitutional
Amendments", Lo,-ola Universily Chicago Law Journal 4 (2010)327-49; and Rosalind Dixon and
David Landau, "Transnational Consti tut ional ism and a Limited Doctr ine of Unconsti tut ional
Consti tut ional Amendmcnt", lnternational Journal of 'Ccltst i t tr t ional Law, l3(3)(2015) 605-638.


